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The ninth issue of [k n] is all about ›noise‹. From the big bang to punk concerts and protest
chants to the banishment of ghosts by the ringing of cowbells, and piercing baby cries during care work: noise permeates everyday life as much as it does academic subjects. It moves
between loudness and silence, is legally defined and subjectively judged, it is necessary and
forbidden, made both intentionally and unintentionally.
Whether short story, poem, gloss, script or essay – we’re looking forward to your contributions
for the upcoming issue of [k n]! To coincide with our ninth issue, we‘ve collected nine noise
inspirations for you:
1. P O L I T I C A L N O I S E
It‘s getting loud. Whether in Tahrir Square or with the 68ers, Fridays for Future or Ni Una
Menos, noise is a political instrument. It takes up space and redefines it. Collective protest
bodies are formed via vocal cords and whistles, showing that the original meaning of the word
›noise‹ is still relevant today: because conceptually, noise is based on the Italian call to arms –
all‘arme! – from where also the German ›Alarm‹ originates.
2. N O I S Y N A T U R E
Like the whistles of demonstrators, lions challenge existing power relations with their roar.
Howler monkeys communicate for miles across treetops, tiny pistol crayfish bang louder than
jets in a duel, and in the name of the crane its trumpet-like calls are traced onomatopoeically.
Filled with cooing, grunting, trumpeting or sonar clicking sounds, each biotope is covered by its
very own carpet of noise.
3. N O I S Y B O D I E S
From tinnitus and hearing loss to noise torture and noise cannons used to shoot sparrows like
Mao Zedong in 1958 (or ultrasonic loudspeakers in German inner cities to shoot pigeons) –
noise has a physical effect. And it does so on a grand scale: man-made noise destroys natural
soundscapes: not only does it make birds in big cities sing differently, but it also radically alters
the lives of marine life, which uses sound waves to hunt, find mates, and communicate.
4. L E G A L N O I S E
Noise is just as present in environmental and occupational safety laws, in tenancy law and
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criminal law, as it is in Germany’s current coalition agreement. Whether through »whispering
asphalt« on highways, soundproof walls, big bubble curtains underwater or regulations against
roaring children on airplanes – as soon as a high noise level becomes a burden and a nuisance,
legal cogs start turning in the search for technical solutions.
5. CO L O R F U L N O I S E
›Noise‹ is not only be felt, but also seen: Pop artist Roy Lichtenstein brought noise and sounds
from comics to the big screen – onomatopoeia as a border crosser between auditory and visual.
Visualized noises show up in vibrating water glasses, they are drawn as fine black lines on paper by oscilloscopes, and they are captured as invisible things from the air on smooth surfaces,
not least cinematically as in the century-old work Symphony of a Big City.
6. DR A M A T I C N O I S E
Whether metaphorically, thematically, or in all its blaring glory, nowhere is noise more entertaining than in the theater: think of Shakespeare‘s Much Ado About Nothing, Elfriede Jelinek‘s
2021 Noise, which captures the pandemic‘s babble of voices, or Martin Kušej‘s 2016 production of Faust, which roused audiences from their theatrical slumber with deafening explosions.
Dramatic noise effects and elaborate costumes have been impressing audiences for centuries at
major cultural events such as the Chinese New Year or the ›Klausentreiben‹ in Alpine regions.
7 LIT E R A R Y N O I S E
A veritable feast of noisy letters can also be found between the pages of novels and volumes of
poetry. With the advent of metropolises, automobiles, and trains, more and more noisy objects
populate literature from the 19th century onward. At the same time, noise has always been the
declared enemy of writers: If in earlier times it was the rabid dog that straddled Horace‘s verses, later for Rilke it is electric trains and laughing shards that broke his concentration.
8. NO I S E P R O T E C T I O N
Dogs barking, babies crying, or streetcars blaring – loud noises are often perceived as a disturbance. New sources of noise demand new inventions such as soundproof rooms or the »Isolator
Helmet« from 1925. In view of such self-techniques, noise also reveals itself as a class or gender
issue – think of Virginia Woolf‘s essay A Room of One‘s Own: a room free of disturbing noise, a
thinking room.
9. WE L L - T E M P E R E D N O I S E
One man‘s pleasure is another man‘s noise – while new music genres often fight against the accusation of being ›nothing but noise‹, punk bands, for example, celebrated this disapproval and
programmatically celebrated their music as ›extreme noise‹. When and why sound becomes music for whom, and when it becomes noise, depends not only on volume, but equally on socio-cultural practices, on conflicting concepts of habit and enjoyment – one‘s own level of knowledge
and that of the feuilleton.

Enough noise from our side, now it‘s your turn:
For the ninth issue of [k n] on the theme of ›noise‹, we‘re looking for contributions across the
spectrum of the word-whether as a phenomenon of the animal kingdom, urban planning, resistance, or the stage – we want contributions that span the spectrum of disciplines, both in
content and form. You can submit anything from texts on inventions that create or avoid noise,
to contributions on ›noise‹ as a social issue, to articles on ‚noise‘ in the arts.
We welcome completed submissions for the Word Arts department and abstracts of up to 300
words for essay and feature articles until Feb. 3, 2022. Completed essay and feature articles of
either 6000 or 20000 characters (the length will be determined together with the department
heads) characters max should be submitted by April. Notification of acceptance will be made
during the week beginning February 14th, 2022.

We are looking forward to it! xoxo – your [k n] editorial team
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